Building a more resilient Internet

A KU professor of electrical engineering and computer science is leading a $1.5 million effort funded by the National Science Foundation and Battelle to design a future Internet that will be much more resilient than it is today. James Sterbenz and a team of researchers are analyzing the complex networks of computers and fiber that constitute the Internet and World Wide Web.

Full Story

TODAY’S HEADLINES

Value of customer satisfaction

A study by researchers at the KU School of Business has uncovered new insights into the economic value of customer satisfaction and clarifies how the stock market responds to information on a company’s marketing efforts.

Full Story

Historian to give Tuttle lecture

A leading researcher of the African-American experience in the American West will give the annual Bill Tuttle Distinguished Lecture in American Studies Tuesday, Oct. 2, in the Kansas Union.

Full Story

TODAY’S EVENTS

LECTURE

The Humanities in Transition: Decline or New Challenge?
Wednesday, Sept. 26, 2012
3 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Kansas Union Centennial Room

View all events

TWITTER

@parkingku Join us at 3 PM in the Olympian Room, Burge Union for a Parking Open Forum! This is your chance to voice your parking questions & concerns!

View all tweets

FEATURED MULTIMEDIA

Campus Art Walk set for Friday

Several KU partners are collaborating to host the second annual KU Campus Art Walk from 1:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. Friday,
Sept. 28. It will include visual art, dance and musical performances by KU students, faculty, staff and alumni.

Full Story